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extend your welcome…
to friends and family. A wallbed, media center, pantry, or
mudroom makes any home
more inviting. Mix and match
thick shelves with cabinets,
cubbies and drawers. Then
pick a color and style to create
a functional, appealing space
customized just for you.

ORG is here to help…
with quality solutions that maximize
storage and save space in your closet,
pantry, garage, family room, office,
laundry area, guest room or foyer.
Authorized ORG dealers provide
design services, organization advice,
and professional installation.
Visit www.HomeORG.com
for more information.
We are proud to print our literature on
Forest Stewardship Council-certified paper.
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find peace of mind…
in your garage, closets, family room, and in other
areas of your home. ORG can help you cut through
the clutter so you can focus on what’s important in
life. Really.
Your ORG dealer is just a phone call away—
ready to listen, design and install an organization
solution just for you, your home, your lifestyle.
Quickly and flawlessly.
It’s that simple.

transition your mood…
from hectic to “home.” Off-thefloor cabinets with one-inch
thick sturdy shelves make quick
work of cleaning up clutter.
Tools, toys, and bags disappear
behind deep cabinets. A boot
bench provides a handy perch
for gearing up or down.

make more of your garage…
than a place to park. Multiply
storage with wall accessories and
full-extending drawers and baskets.
Take it upscale with a laminate or
solid ash top and rugged hardware,
and ask your ORG dealer about
durable garage floor coatings that
seal, protect, and clean easily.

transform an ordinary closet…
into an elegant retreat. Defined
by your choice of color, hardware
and architectural detail, an
executive closet complements
your home décor and displays
your wardrobe in high fashion—
for a beautifully organized start
to every day.

